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WinMorph is a morphing and
warping software application. It's
suitable for both home users and
amateur video editors. It lets you
easily warp your photos and
videos by creating a special link
between two shapes. You can add
shapes as needed and if there is
something missing, the program
will create it for you, depending
on the direction of the link
between the two shapes. It's also
a perfect tool for high definition
movie editing and converting. It
can be used as a standalone
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application or as a Plug-in.
Feature list: - Create a morph
between two images/videos by
drawing shapes between them -
Use morphs to create a new
image/video (morphology) - Look-
up morphing and video morphing
- Flip, flip and rotate picture - Use
a negative link to create an anti-
morph - Make hole in an image -
Automatic morph animation -
Save the morph animation -
Apply a morph to an image/video
- Delete morph - Maintain a
morph effect/morph strength -
Select a morph to animate - Add
information to a morph - Manual
morph creation - Automatic face
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detection - Automatic warping -
Automatic masking - Multiple
morph options - Undo morph -
Playback morph effect - Morph
and video speed - Morph any
image/video - Morph movie -
Morph image - Show and Hide
morph - Special morphs - Image
rotation - Crop area of a morph -
Fix distortion of a picture - Rotate
an image/video - Fixup (make
zoom in/out perfect) - Flip an
image/video - Morph face - Morph
large or small images - Morph
photographs - Videos - Partition
image - Aspect ratio shift -
Change color of morph area - Blur
an image - Change image size -
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Make holes in an image - Animate
morph - Auto morph - Change
alpha/transparency - Make
black/white picture - Make
black/white video - Color shifting -
Resize and rotate an image/video
- Flip an image/video - Flip picture
and video - Flip video and picture
- Flip an image and record video -
Add caption to picture and video -
Change edge color - Change
image/video orientation - Snap
image to edge - Change
image/video orientation - Match
image/video size - Fit image

WinMorph 
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* Morphs and warps between
images * Images can be in
animation format * Supports
warping images in 2D and 3D
mode * Morphs both still pictures
and animations * Supports
morphing moving pictures
(animations) * Contains lots of
Morph plugins for many software
solutions * Displays and save
results * Warps images in JPEG,
BMP and GIF format * Automatic
synchronization of audio with
images * Full drag and drop
support * Fast (size of images) *
Works in 32-bit and 64-bit
Windows * Warps pictures and
videos * Supports 24-bit, 32-bit
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and 64-bit * Supports Windows
2000, XP, Vista, and Windows 7
Cracked WinMorph With Keygen
Key Features: * Easy, Straight-
forward Morph: As stated earlier,
WinMorph Cracked Accounts
morphs images by drawing lines
on them. Afterward, it arranges
the lines and creates virtual
hinges between the lines. The
software finds the cross-points
where the lines meet and uses a
very simple formula to warp the
image. * Advanced Morph: With
WinMorph For Windows 10 Crack
Advanced Morph, you can
displace the lines and faces of
one image, similar to the way you
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would displace a real object in
the real world. This means that
the software can adapt the
warping of images to any shape.
* Morph in 2D and 3D Mode:
Morphs your images in 2D or 3D
and warps and zooms your
images. WinMorph supports
geometric transformations of
images including position/ scale/
rotation and the ability to do
oriented transformations. * Photo
Morph: Morphs, warps and zooms
images. It does so while
preserving the original brightness
and hue of the original image. *
Photo Chameleon: Chameleons
your images and warps them
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when you select a different
image. * Photo Chameleon 2:
Morphs, warps and zooms
images. It does so while
preserving the original brightness
and hue of the original image. *
Photo Masks: Masks your images
and warps them while doing so. *
Photo Masks 2: Masks your
images and warps them while
doing so. * Photo Masks 3: Masks
your images and warps them
while doing so. * Photo Morphing
and Warping: Morphs and warps
your images. * Photo Morphing
and Warping 2 b7e8fdf5c8
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WinMorph X64

WinMorph is a high performance
morphing and warping software.
It's suitable for both home users
and professional video editors.
Warp pictures easily Key
Features: -Easy to use; you have
to draw shapes on the
image/video outlining the
features and associate shapes
with one another. The program
then distorts the image/video so
that areas close to one shape
move close to the other shape.
-Morph images -Use two images
as base (image 1, image 2),
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select features on both and
associate them. -A link between
two shapes is called a "Set".
These steps will result in a morph
between the two images. -Morph
videos -Use two videos as base
(image 1, image 2) and associate
them. -Detect edges and key
features in both video1 and
video2. -Morph videos easily -Use
two videos as base (image 1,
image 2), associate them and
morph them. Paint over an image
or video (image1, image2) with
mouse or pen on keyboard.
Adjust the effect as needed with
morph tools. Make changes in the
thumbnail interface and save the
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image.The final result will appear
on a new file (image3). Start the
morphing process in one of two
ways: 1. Copy the two frames to
two image boxes on the
thumbnail image. Click "morph
start" and the two frames will be
analyzed. 2. Click "morph start"
and the selected frames will
morph on the preview window.
Custom morph presets provide
automatic and intuitive interface
with easy control over morphing
results. WinMorph Description:
WinMorph is a high performance
morphing and warping software.
It's suitable for both home users
and professional video editors.
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-Morph videos easily-Use two
videos as base (image 1, image
2), associate them and morph
them. Virtual Paint : With Virtual
Paint you can draw over an image
or video (image1, image2) with
mouse or pen on keyboard.
Adjust the effect as needed with
morph tools. Make changes in the
thumbnail interface and save the
image.The final result will appear
on a new file (image3). Start the
morphing process in one of two
ways: 1. Copy the two frames to
two image boxes on the
thumbnail image. Click "morph
start" and the two frames will be
analyzed. 2. Click "morph start"
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and the selected frames will

What's New in the?

WinMorph is a high performance
morphing and warping software
developed by Xbitz, an indie
software company based in
China. The application allows you
to do various image/video editing
tasks, including warping
images/videos, crossfading,
transposing images, etc. It's
designed to be easy to use, yet
powerful. The application
includes more than 80+ effects
and it is compatible with Windows
98/Windows 2000/Windows
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XP/Windows Vista. This review
doesn't cover the application's
basic functions, but only focuses
on the new features and
improvements it has. If you're
looking for a basic application
that can help you out with your
video editing, this might not be
what you're looking for.
Screenshots: (Click image to
enlarge) WinMorph Features:
Morphing Morph image/video
Animations Rotations Extract
Images/Channels Add/Delete
Images/Channels Saving
Images/Channels Folders Rename
Images/Channels Adjust
Images/Channels Transpose
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Images/Channels Freeze Frame
Bitmap Vector Tiff BMP JPG Gif
AVI FLV MPG WMV AVI Mp3 3GP
MP4 Ogg Uncompressed BMP
Vivid Video Quicktime WinMorph
V7 Enhancements WinMorph V7
adds lots of new features and
improvements. You can now
create Warp Frames to warp any
image/video in the application.
You can now compose and edit
images/videos using Warp
Frames and set warp points on
them. You can set a default frame
and use it as a reference for any
image/video in the application.
You can set a default frame and
use it as a reference for any
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image/video in the application.
WinMorph V7 also introduces a
new color management system,
color accuracy settings and
precise adjustments to all the
images. The application also
comes with many other useful
features like quick access to
create new images/videos, batch
operations, and new effects with
a bunch of cool tools. Features
The application sports several
cool features and tools that will
suit you for a wide range of tasks
on your computer.
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System Requirements For WinMorph:

PC Minimum: OS: Windows Vista
(x86 and x64) Windows Vista
(x86 and x64) CPU: Intel Core 2
Duo or AMD Athlon X2 6000+
Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon
X2 6000+ Memory: 2 GB 2 GB
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600M
GS or ATI Radeon HD 4870
NVIDIA GeForce 8600M GS or ATI
Radeon HD 4870 Direct3D: 9.0
Direct3D: 9.0 Storage: 1 GB
available space 1
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